
FREE DRUG TESTING BUSINESS PLAN

If YES, here is a complete guide to starting a drug & alcohol testing business so we have provided you an in-depth
sample drug & alcohol testing business plan . fluid testing; Mobile Drug Testing; Drug-Free Workplace Policy
Development.

Be cautious with these arrangements; no matter how close you are, present yourself professionally, put
everything in writing, and be sure the individuals you approach can afford to take the risk of investing in your
business. However, you must ensure that these individuals are highly skilled and experienced in specimen
collection and testing. Beyond licensing fees and state or local requirements, you also have to consider what
business liability insurance you must obtain, on-going training and certification, health inspections, and the
personnel or knowledge on how the world of drug testing operates. You cannot have any substance available
that can tamper with the specimen. If you have a stall with multiple toilets, you need to put bluing in the toilet
bowls. Use of Collection Kits You need a collection kit for each sample you take. If a sink is located with the
toilet, you need to tape it off. Building a laboratory needs a big investment as it requires many things.
Employees at your drug testing and consulting company must be credentialed by a DOT-approved trainer. It is
important to choose bankers, accountants, and attorneys wisely in order to utilize the services of these skilled
professional consultants. Train Collectors Yourself If you want to hire collectors who are not credentialed, you
can send them to a training facility. Each situation is unique but this list is representative of typical start-up
expenses for a drug testing venture. It offers a chance for business starters to franchise products that already
have a proven operating and widespread marketing program. Image Credit MorgueFile Financing Your Drug
Testing Business Most that opt to start a drug testing business will choose either a basic drug testing business
that partners with labs or a franchise opportunity such as that offered by DTC. This can be an expensive way
to start a drug testing business, as you have to consider qualified personnel, overhead, and lab partnerships,
but is cheaper than going it alone. You may also consider involving a seasoned attorney when taking this step.
Follow a strict regime of accounting controls to help ensure profitability. Electrolyte testing- For patients who
are on diuretics and there is concern that they may be losing too many of their electrolytes. You need to figure
out your target market. Image Credit MorgueFile Basic Drug Testing Businesses â€” Lab Partnerships The
tools needed for a basic drug testing service business are a commercially-zoned space to buy or rent that
includes at least two customer bathrooms and a lab space with curtains for drawing blood. Types of Drug
Testing Business The drug testing business is a large market. You should track feedback survey to survey so
you can see which areas have improved and which have suffered. For safety reasons, it is paramount that
employees involved in public transportation not be under the influence of drugs. Some experienced
businessmen jump right into providing various services offered by each industry. Fargo Medical Laboratories
exists to exceed all of their customer's expectations. So I advice you read the steps below to find out how to
start one. Some doctors also build their own offices for drug testing and serve as employers of their own
business. Market your business Advertise your drug testing business at places where schools or other places
where you can easily attract your target clients. Government programs: Take advantage of the abundance of
local, state and federal programs designed to support small businesses. Your required startup and running
costs, projected income, marketing strategies, and unique selling points are other important information that
should go into your business plan. If you have a stall with multiple toilets, you need to put bluing in the toilet
bowls. A comfortable waiting room should be provided with an office area for a receptionist to check in
clients. You cannot have any type of substance available that can tamper with the specimen. Each of these
three can be ordered individually if needed. Bright Hub offers many articles on funding your business and
learning how to write a business plan â€”something essential for most business startups that seeks loans or
investors. Your front office will need a receptionist where people sign in for required testing. Below are
examples of some of the initial costs that may be incurred. Get out into the business community and meet
people, network and network some more. Buy the necessary equipment You will need specimen collection and
drug kitsâ€”which are the most basic equipmentâ€”as well as specialized laboratory equipment that promise
better results in terms of accuracy. Another factor to consider is how you will reach your clients. This could
include savings accounts, equity in real estate, retirement accounts, vehicles, recreation equipment, collections
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and other investments. You may choose someone who has financial resources and wants to work side-by-side
with you in the business. This is especially important since Fargo Medical Laboratories will be using bank
debt would like to see a positive ROI fairly soon.


